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We present a spectrum-splitting approach to conduct all-electron Kohn-Sham density functional theory (DFT)
calculations by employing Fermi-operator expansion of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian. The proposed approach
splits the subspace containing the occupied eigenspace into a core subspace, spanned by the core eigenfunctions,
and its complement, the valence subspace, and thereby enables an efficient computation of the Fermi-operator
expansion by reducing the expansion to the valence-subspace projected Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian. The key ideas
used in our approach are as follows: (i) employ Chebyshev filtering to compute a subspace containing the
occupied states followed by a localization procedure to generate nonorthogonal localized functions spanning the
Chebyshev-filtered subspace; (ii) compute the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian projected onto the valence subspace;
(iii) employ Fermi-operator expansion in terms of the valence-subspace projected Hamiltonian to compute the
density matrix, electron density, and band energy. We demonstrate the accuracy and performance of the method
on benchmark materials systems involving silicon nanoclusters up to 1330 electrons, a single gold atom, and a
six-atom gold nanocluster. The benchmark studies on silicon nanoclusters revealed a staggering fivefold reduction
in the Fermi-operator expansion polynomial degree by using the spectrum-splitting approach for accuracies in the
ground-state energies of ∼10−4 Ha/atom with respect to reference calculations. Further, numerical investigations
on gold suggest that spectrum splitting is indispensable to achieve meaningful accuracies, while employing
Fermi-operator expansion.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the present day, quantum-mechanically informed cal-
culations on ground-state materials properties are readily
possible by means of electronic-structure calculations via the
Kohn-Sham density functional theory (DFT) framework [1,2].
Over the past few decades, DFT has been instrumental in
providing significant insights into materials properties across
a range of materials systems. The approach to DFT is based on
the key result by Hohenberg and Kohn, who in their seminal
work [1] showed that the ground-state properties of a materials
system can be described by a functional of electron density,
which, to date, remains unknown. This challenge has, however,
been addressed by Kohn and Sham [2] in an approximate sense
by reducing the many-body problem of interacting electrons
into an equivalent problem of noninteracting electrons in an
effective mean field that is governed by the electron density.
This effective single-electron formulation accounts for the
quantum-mechanical interaction between electrons by means
of an unknown exchange-correlation term which is modeled
in practice, and the widely used models have been successful
in predicting a range of properties across various materials
systems.
The self-consistent field (SCF) approach to solving the
Kohn-Sham DFT problem involves, in any given SCF iteration,
discretizing the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue problem using an
appropriate basis set followed by the diagonalization of the
discrete Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian to obtain the eigenvalues
and orthonormal eigenvectors, which are then used to compute
the electron density. The computational complexity of solving
the Kohn-Sham DFT problem using conventional approaches
typically scales as O(M N2) where M denotes the number
of basis functions and N denotes the system size (number of
atoms or number of electrons). As M ∝ N , the computational
cost, which is cubic scaling with system size, becomes pro-
hibitively expensive. This has led to numerous efforts focused
on the development of methods [3,4] aimed at reducing the
computational complexity of DFT calculations, which include
density matrix minimization methods [5,6], divide and conquer
methods [7–9], Fermi-operator expansion techniques [10–13],
Fermi-operator approximation method [14,15], Fermi-
operator projection method [16,17], orbital minimization
approach [18–20], and subspace projection type methods
[21–23]. Either the locality of the representation of the wave
functions or the exponential decay of density matrix in real
space is generally exploited in these methods. It has been
demonstrated that these methods work well for insulating
systems exhibiting linear scaling with system size. However,
the computational complexity of these approaches can deviate
significantly from linear scaling, in practice, for metallic sys-
tems. Further, some of the developed techniques [5,16,17,21]
assume the existence of a band gap, thus restricting these
techniques solely to insulating systems.
One reduced-order scaling technique that is equally appli-
cable to both insulating and metallic systems at finite tem-
peratures is the Fermi-operator expansion method [3,10,11],
which computes the finite-temperature density matrix through
a Chebyshev polynomial approximation of the Fermi-Dirac
function of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian. The width of the
eigenspectrum (E) of the discretized Hamiltonian and the
smearing parameter (σ = kB T ) in the Fermi-Dirac function
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determine the accuracy of such an expansion. Numerous recent
efforts [12,13,24–26] have focused on developing methods that
aim to reduce the number of terms used in the expansion to
approximate the Fermi-Dirac function.
While the Fermi-operator expansion method has been
widely employed in pseudopotential calculations, there are
major challenges in using this technique for all-electron
DFT calculations. One of the challenges is that the discrete
Hamiltonians, employing real-space basis sets such as finite
elements [27–29] or wavelets [30], for all-electron DFT
calculations have very large spectral widths of O(106) due to
the refined discretizations that are needed to resolve the rapidly
oscillating wave functions around the nuclei. The Fermi-
operator expansion method is inaccurate and impractical for
such large spectral widths. This issue has recently been
addressed in Motamarri and Gavini [22] by employing the
Fermi-operator expansion on a subspace projected Hamilto-
nian whose spectral width is commensurate with that of the
occupied eigenspectrum. A second challenge in the case of
all-electron calculations arises from the large width of the
occupied spectrum, especially in materials systems involving
atoms with large atomic numbers, which can again render
the Fermi-operator expansion inaccurate. We remark that
the magnitude of the smallest algebraic eigenvalue grows as
O(Z2) where Z denotes the largest atomic number among all
the atoms comprising the materials system.
In this paper, we overcome these challenges by proposing a
spectrum-splitting approach for all-electron Kohn-Sham DFT
calculations in which the subspace containing the occupied
eigenspace is split into a core subspace, and its complement,
referred to as the valence subspace. Subsequently, the Fermi-
operator expansion is efficiently calculated by reducing the
expansion to the valence-subspace projected Hamiltonian.
In this paper, the proposed method is discussed in the
context of spectral finite-element discretization. However,
the method presented is general enough to be applicable
to any real-space numerical discretization employed in the
solution of the all-electron Kohn-Sham DFT problem. The
main ideas constituting our approach are as follows: (i) employ
a Chebyshev filter to compute a subspace containing the
occupied eigenspace, followed by a localization procedure
to generate nonorthogonal localized functions spanning the
Chebyshev-filtered subspace; (ii) compute the projection of
the Hamiltonian onto the valence subspace; (iii) employ the
Fermi-operator expansion in terms of the valence-subspace
projected Hamiltonian to compute the density matrix, electron
density, and band energy.
We begin by presenting an abstract mathematical frame-
work where the projection of the Hamiltonian onto the
valence subspace is derived in terms of the projection matrix
corresponding to the core subspace and the Chebyshev-
filtered subspace projected Hamiltonian. These projections
are expressed in a nonorthogonal localized basis spanning
the Chebyshev-filtered subspace, which is instrumental in
realizing a reduced-order scaling numerical implementation
of DFT [21,22] by taking advantage of the sparsity of the
resulting matrices. We then derive the expressions for the
density matrix and the constraint on the number of valence
electrons in terms of the valence-subspace projected Hamil-
tonian, which are subsequently used to develop the spectrum-
splitting approach for finite-element discretized all-electron
Kohn-Sham DFT calculations. To this end, we first represent
the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian and the corresponding wave
functions in the Lo¨wdin orthonormalized finite-element basis
constructed using spectral finite elements in conjunction with
Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre quadrature rules. The self-consistent
field (SCF) iteration begins with the action of a Chebyshev
filter on a given initial subspace spanned by localized
single-atom wave functions to compute an approximation
to the occupied eigenspace of the discretized Kohn-Sham
Hamiltonian. A localization procedure is then employed to
construct nonorthogonal localized functions spanning the
Chebyshev-filtered subspace. The Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian is
then projected onto the Chebyshev-filtered subspace expressed
in the localized basis. We subsequently employ a second
Chebyshev filtering procedure on the subspace projected
Hamiltonian to compute an approximation to the core sub-
space, followed by a localization procedure to construct
nonorthogonal localized functions spanning the core subspace.
These localized functions are in turn employed to compute
the projection matrix corresponding to the core subspace,
which is then used to evaluate the projected Hamiltonian
corresponding to the valence subspace. The Fermi-operator
expansion of the discrete Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, which is
used to compute the finite-temperature density matrix and the
electron density, is reduced to an expansion on the valence-
subspace projected discrete Hamiltonian whose spectral width
is O(1).
We investigate the accuracy and performance of the
proposed method on representative benchmark materials
systems involving silicon nanoclusters up to 1330 electrons,
gold atom, and a six-atom gold nanocluster. In the case of
silicon nanoclusters, the proposed spectrum-splitting approach
resulted in a staggering fivefold reduction in the Fermi-
operator expansion polynomial degree for desired accuracies
of ∼10−4 Ha/atom in the ground-state energies. The utility
of the spectrum-splitting approach is even more evident in
the benchmark calculations on gold, which has a high atomic
number (Z = 79). Our results indicate that, by employing the
spectrum-splitting approach, accuracies of ∼10−4 Ha/atom
can be achieved using a Fermi-operator expansion polynomial
degree of around 1000. However, if the Fermi-operator
expansion is employed directly on the Chebyshev-filtered
subspace projected Hamiltonian, even a polynomial degree
of 2000 resulted in errors of O(1 Ha) in ground-state energies
per atom. This suggests that spectrum splitting is indispensable
while employing Fermi-operator expansion in all-electron
DFT calculations on materials systems containing atoms with
high atomic numbers.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the real-space formulation of the all-
electron Kohn-Sham DFT problem. Section III presents the
mathematical framework for spectrum splitting, and derives
the relevant expressions that will be used subsequently.
Section IV describes the various steps involved in the
spectrum-splitting algorithm within the framework of spec-
tral finite-element discretization. Section V discusses the
numerical studies on benchmark examples demonstrating
the accuracy and performance of the approach. We finally
conclude with a summary and outlook in Sec. VI.
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II. ALL-ELECTRON KOHN-SHAM DENSITY
FUNCTIONAL THEORY
Consider a materials system comprising ofNa nuclei andNe
electrons. In density functional theory, the variational problem
of computing ground-state properties of a given materials
system is equivalent to solving the following nonlinear Kohn-
Sham eigenvalue problem [2]:(− 12∇2 + Veff(ρ,R))ψi = iψi, i = 1,2, . . . , (1)
where i and ψi denote the eigenvalues and corresponding
eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian, respectively. We denote by
R = {R1, R2, . . . RNa } the collection of all nuclear positions
in the materials system. Although the proposed ideas in this
work can be easily generalized to periodic or semiperiodic
materials systems and spin-dependent Hamiltonians [31], for
the sake of simplicity, we discuss the formulation in the
context of nonperiodic setting restricting to spin-independent
Hamiltonians.
The electron density at any spatial point x, in terms of the
eigenfunctions, is given by
ρ(x) = 2
∑
i
f (i,μ)|ψi(x)|2, (2)
where f (i,μ) is the orbital occupancy function, whose range
lies in the interval [0,1], and μ represents the Fermi energy. In
density functional theory calculations, it is fairly common to
represent f by the Fermi-Dirac distribution [3,32]
f (,μ) = 1
1 + exp ( −μ
σ
) , (3)
where σ = kBT is a smearing parameter with kB and T
denoting the Boltzmann constant and the finite temperature.
The Fermi energy μ is computed from the constraint on the
total number of electrons in the system (Ne) and is given by∫
ρ(x) dx = 2
∑
i
f (i,μ) = Ne. (4)
The effective single-electron potential in the Kohn-Sham
Hamiltonian in Eq. (1), Veff(ρ,R), is given by the sum of
exchange-correlation potential [Vxc(ρ)] that accounts for the
quantum-mechanical interactions and the classical electro-
static potentials corresponding to electron density [VH(ρ)] and
nuclear charges [Vext(R)]. We note that the equation in (1)
represents a nonlinear eigenvalue problem, which has to be
solved self-consistently for given positions of nuclei. Upon
self-consistently solving, the ground-state energy of the system
is given by
Etot = Eband + Exc(ρ) −
∫
Vxc(ρ) ρ dx
− 1
2
∫
ρVH(ρ) dx + EZZ, (5)
where Exc denotes the exchange-correlation energy functional
corresponding to Vxc. Further, Eband and EZZ denote the band
energy and the nuclear-nuclear repulsive energy, which are
given by
Eband = 2
∑
i
f (i,μ)i, EZZ = 12
Na∑
I,J=1
I =J
ZIZJ
|RI − RJ | . (6)
III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
In this section, we first derive the expression for the
projection of the Hamiltonian operator onto the valence
subspace of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian. Subsequently, we
derive the expressions for the computation of electron density
and constraint on the number of valence electrons in terms of
the valence-subspace projected Hamiltonian.
Let H denote the infinite-dimensional Hilbert space of
functions equipped with the inner product 〈.|.〉 and a norm
‖.‖ derived from the inner product. If the Hermitian operator
H defined on H denotes the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian of
interest at a step of the self-consistent iteration, then the
projection of H onto an M-dimensional subspace VMh ⊂ H
is given by ˜H ≡ PqHPq : H→ VMh where Pq : H→ VMh
denotes the projection operator onto VMh and is given by
Pq = ∑Mi=1 |qi〉〈qi |. Here, {|qi〉}1iM denote an orthonormal
basis for the subspace VMh with a real-space representation〈x|qi〉 = qi(x) for i = 1, . . . ,M . The Lo¨wdin orthonormalized
finite-element basis, which is employed in this work, can be
one choice for the basis functions.
A. Operator splitting in eigensubspace
Let VN ⊂ VMh denote the eigensubspace of ˜H that includes
all the occupied states as well as the unoccupied states around
the Fermi energy. A good approximation to this eigensubspace
can be computed, for instance, using a Chebyshev filtering
approach [33]. Let {|φα〉}1αN denote a nonorthogonal
basis spanning the eigensubspace. The generality of using
a nonorthogonal basis to represent the eigensubspace is
motivated from our eventual objective of using nonorthogonal
localized basis functions, computed using a localization
procedure [22], to realize reduced-order scaling computational
complexity for the solution of the Kohn-Sham problem. Let
the projection of ˜H onto VN be denoted by Hφ ≡ Pφ ˜HPφ :
VMh → VN , where Pφ : VMh → VN is the projection operator
onto VN and is given by Pφ = ∑Nα,β=1 |φα〉S−1αβ 〈φβ |. Here,
Sαβ = 〈φα|φβ〉 are the matrix elements of the overlap matrix
denoted by S. We now consider the spectral decomposition of
Hφ ,
Hφ =
N∑
i=1

φ
i
∣∣ψφi 〉〈ψφi ∣∣, (7)
with φi and |ψφi 〉 denoting the eigenvalues and the correspond-
ing eigenvectors of Hφ , respectively. Splitting the projected
Hamiltonian Hφ in (7) into a core part and its complement,
referred to as the valence part, we have
Hφ =
Ncore∑
i=1

φ
i
∣∣ψφi 〉〈ψφi ∣∣+
N∑
i=Ncore+1

φ
i
∣∣ψφi 〉〈ψφi ∣∣
= Hφ,core +Hφ,val. (8)
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In the above, Hφ,core and Hφ,val denote the projection of Hφ
onto the core and valence subspaces denoted by VNcore and
VNval , respectively. Here, Ncore denotes the number of core
states, while Nval = N − Ncore. We now derive an expression
for Hφ,val, and, to do so, we denote the nonorthogonal basis
spanningVNcore to be {|φcoreα 〉}1αNcore . The projection operator
onto VNcore , Pφ,core : VN → VNcore , can be expressed as
Pφ,core =
Ncore∑
i=1
∣∣ψφi 〉〈ψφi ∣∣ =
Ncore∑
α,β=1
∣∣φcoreα 〉Score−1αβ 〈φcoreβ ∣∣, (9)
where Scoreαβ = 〈φcoreα |φcoreβ 〉 denote the matrix elements of the
core overlap matrix denoted by Score. Further, the projection
operator onto the spaceVNval is given by (I − Pφ,core) : VN →
VNval withI denoting the identity operator. Thus, the projection
of Hφ onto VNval , Hφ,val : VN → VNval , is given by
Hφ,val = (I − Pφ,core)Hφ(I − Pφ,core). (10)
Let us now consider the single-particle density operator (Γ φ)
corresponding to Hφ , which can be expressed as
Γ φ =
N∑
i=1
f
(

φ
i
)∣∣ψφi 〉〈ψφi ∣∣ = f (Hφ), (11)
where the second equality follows from the spectral decompo-
sition of the Hermitian operatorHφ in (7). Splitting the density
operator Γ φ into core and valence parts, we have
Γ φ =
Ncore∑
i=1
f
(

φ
i
)∣∣ψφi 〉〈ψφi ∣∣+
N∑
i=Ncore+1
f
(

φ
i
)∣∣ψφi 〉〈ψφi ∣∣
= Γ φ,core + Γ φ,val. (12)
Using the fact that the core states have unit occupancy, i.e.,
f (φi ) = 1 for i = 1 . . . Ncore, Eq. (12) can be reduced to
Γ φ = f (Hφ) = Pφ,core + f (Hφ,val). (13)
B. Matrix representations in nonorthogonal basis
In this section, we derive the matrix expressions for
the operators Hφ,val, Pφ,core, and Γ φ,val expressed in the
nonorthogonal basis {|φα〉}1αN , which are used in the
spectrum-splitting algorithm described in the next section. To
this end, we denote the matrices corresponding to Hφ and
Hφ,val in {|φα〉}1αN basis as Hφ and Hφ,val, respectively, and
in the {|qi〉}1iM basis as Hq and Hq,val, respectively. We note
that the matrix elements of Hφ and Hφ,val are given by
Hφαβ =
N∑
γ=1
S−1αγ 〈φγ |Hφ|φβ〉, Hφ,valαβ =
N∑
γ=1
S−1αγ 〈φγ |Hφ,val|φβ〉.
Using Eq. (10) and the relation Hφ = PφHφPφ , the matrix
elements of Hφ,val can be written as
Hφ,valαβ =
N∑
γ=1
S−1αγ 〈φγ |(I − Pφ,core)PφHφPφ(I − Pφ,core)|φβ〉
=
N∑
ν,η=1
(
δαν − Pφ,coreαν
)
Hφνη
(
δηβ − Pφ,coreηβ
)
, (14)
where Pφ,coreαν denotes the matrix element of Pφ,core, which
is the matrix corresponding to operator Pφ,core expressed in
{|φα〉}1αN basis. Further, δαν denotes the Kronecker delta.
Thus, using matrix notation, we have
Hφ,val = (I − Pφ,core)Hφ(I − Pφ,core). (15)
We now derive an expression for the matrix element of
Pφ,core as follows:
Pφ,coreαβ =
N∑
γ=1
S−1αγ 〈φγ |Pφ,core|φβ〉
=
N∑
γ=1
S−1αγ 〈φγ |Pq Pφ,core Pq |φβ〉.
Substituting the expressionsPq = ∑Mi=1 |qi〉〈qi | andPφ,core =∑Ncore
α,β=1 |φcoreα 〉Score
−1
αβ 〈φcoreβ | into the above equation, we have
Pφ,coreαβ =
N∑
γ=1
Ncore∑
η,ν=1
M∑
i,j=1
S−1αγ 
∗
iγ 
core
iη S
core−1
ην 
core∗
jν jβ, (16)
where jβ = 〈qj |φβ〉 and ∗iγ denotes the complex conjugate
of iγ , and the above equation can be conveniently recast in
terms of matrices as follows:
Pφ,core = S−1†coreScore−1core†
= ˜coreScore−1˜core†S, (17)
where ˜core = +core represents the matrix with column
vectors comprising of the components of {|φcoreα 〉}1αNcore
expressed in {|φα〉}1αN basis. Here, + = S−1† denotes
the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the  matrix, and the
column vectors of  are the components of {|φα〉}1αN
in {|qi〉}1iM basis. In these expressions, and henceforth,
the superscript “†” denotes the conjugate transpose of a
matrix. Furthermore, core denotes the matrix whose column
vectors are the components of {|φcoreα 〉}1αNcore expressed in
{|qi〉}1iM basis. Score, which denotes the core overlap matrix,
can be expressed in terms of ˜core as
Score = ˜core†S˜core. (18)
Next, we derive the matrix expression for Γ φ,val in the
nonorthogonal basis. We denote the matrix representation of
Γ φ,val in {|φα〉}1αN basis and {|qi〉}1iM by φ,val and
q,val, respectively. We seek to expressφ,val in terms of Hφ,val.
To this end, we first note that
φ,val = +q,val = +f (Hq,val). (19)
Further, the function f () represents a Fermi-Dirac distribu-
tion, which is an analytic function, and, hence,f (Hq,val) admits
a power-series representation. Using the relation Hq,val =
Hφ,val+ [cf. Eq. (28) in Motamarri and Gavini [22]] in
the power-series representation of f (Hq,val) in Eq. (19), we
arrive at
φ,val = f (Hφ,val). (20)
Hence, using Eqs. (13), (17), and (20) we have
φ = f (Hφ) = ˜coreScore−1˜core†S + f (Hφ,val). (21)
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Using Eq. (21), the constraint on the number of valence
electrons (Ne,val) is given by
2 tr[f (Hφ,val)] = Ne,val = Ne − 2 Ncore. (22)
Finally, the band energy (Eb) can also be expressed in terms
of Hφ,val and is given as
Eb = 2 tr([˜coreScore−1˜core
†
S + f (Hφ,val)]Hφ). (23)
IV. SPECTRUM-SPLITTING ALGORITHM
In this section, we present the various steps involved in the
spectrum-splitting approach for conducting all-electron Kohn-
Sham DFT calculations within the finite-element framework.
The subspace projection technique proposed in Motamarri
and Gavini [22] is used as the starting point in developing
the proposed approach, which involves (i) computing the
discretized Hamiltonian in Lo¨wdin orthonormalized finite-
element basis; (ii) computing the relevant eigensubspace using
Chebyshev filtering, followed by evaluating the nonorthogonal
localized basis spanning the Chebyshev-filtered basis; (iii)
computing the projected Hamiltonian in the nonorthogonal
basis to evaluate the quantities of interest such as the density
matrix, electron density, and band energy using Fermi-operator
expansion. The key idea in this work is to reformulate the
Fermi-operator expansion of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian in
terms of the valence-subspace projected Hamiltonian. The
spectral width of the valence-subspace projected Hamiltonian,
which is O(1 Ha), is significantly smaller than the spectral
widths of both the discrete Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian in the
finite-element basis as well as the Chebyshev-filtered subspace
projected Hamiltonian. Further, the spectral width of the
valence-subspace projected Hamiltonian is relatively indepen-
dent of the basis set discretization and the materials system.
As demonstrated subsequently, this significantly improves the
accuracy of Fermi-operator expansion type techniques, which
have been developed to realize reduced-order scaling for the
Kohn-Sham problem. A brief summary of the ideas proposed
in Motamarri and Gavini [22] is first discussed in this section,
followed by the description of the proposed spectrum-splitting
approach.
Let VMh be the M-dimensional subspace spanned by
the finite-element basis Nj : 1  j  M , a piecewise poly-
nomial basis generated from a finite-element discretiza-
tion [34] of characteristic mesh size h. Then, the discretiza-
tion of the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue problem (1) using the
Lo¨wdin orthonormalized finite-element basis [22] qj (x) :
1  j  M
(
qj (x) =
∑M
k=1 M
−1/2
jk Nk(x)
)
results in the fol-
lowing standard eigenvalue problem:
¯H ¯ i = hi ¯ i , (24)
where ¯H = M−1/2HM−1/2 with Hjk = (1/2)
∫ ∇Nj (x) ·
∇Nk(x) dx +
∫
V heff(x)Nj (x)Nk(x) dx and Mjk =
∫
Nj (x)
Nk(x) dx.
A. Chebyshev-filtered subspace iteration and localization
Chebyshev-filtered subspace iteration (ChFSI) tech-
nique [33] is used to compute an approximation to the
eigenspace of the discrete Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, spanned
by N  Ne/2 lowest eigenfunctions corresponding to the
occupied states and a few unoccupied states around the Fermi
energy. We refer to [22,29] for the details of its implementation
in the context of finite-element discretization. The fast growth
of Chebyshev polynomials in (−∞,−1) is exploited in the
ChFSI technique to magnify the relevant eigenspectrum, and
thereby providing an efficient approach for the solution of
the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue problem. Further, a localized basis
for the subspace VN spanned by Chebyshev-filtered vectors is
computed by employing a localization technique as proposed
in Garcia-Cervera et al. [21]. We refer to Motamarri and
Gavini [22] for the details of the numerical implementation
involved in the computation of these localized functions.
In the subsequent paragraphs, we denote by L the matrix
whose column vectors are the expansion coefficients of
these compactly supported nonorthogonal localized functions
expressed in the Lo¨wdin orthonormalized finite-element basis.
B. Spectrum-splitting approach for computing electron density
We now discuss the steps involved in the spectrum-splitting
approach involved in the computation of the electron density.
1. Computation of the projection matrix corresponding to
core states. As discussed in Sec. III, the relevant subspace
of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, which is of dimension N ,
can be split into two subspaces VNcore and VNval spanned by
the core and valence states, respectively. Further, let ncoreI be
the number of core states associated with an isolated atom
I in the given material system, then the dimension of the
subspaceVNcore ⊂ VN is given by Ncore =
∑Na
I=1 n
core
I . We now
seek to compute an approximation to the core subspace, VNcore ,
spanned by the core eigenfunctions in order to evaluate the
matrix corresponding to projection operator Pφ,core. To this
end, we employ Chebyshev-filtering procedure to compute
the core subspace by constructing a filter from the projected
Hamiltonian in the occupied subspace Hφ = +L ¯HL. We
start with an initial subspace denoted by the matrix Xφ of size
N × Ncore, which is chosen to correspond to the core states
from the localization procedure of Sec. IV A. Subsequently,
the projected Hamiltonian Hφ is scaled and shifted to construct
H˜φ such that the valence spectrum of Hφ is mapped to [−1,1]
and the core spectrum into (−∞,−1). Hence,
H˜φ = 1
g
(Hφ − d I) where g = 
φ
max − φ
2
d = 
φ + φmax
2
, (25)
where φ and φmax denote the upper bounds of the core
spectrum and the full spectrum of Hφ , respectively. Estimate
for φmax can be computed using the Krylov-Schur method [35].
Further, φ is chosen to be lying in the energy gap between
cmax and vmin, where cmax denotes the maximum of the largest
single-atom core eigenvalues associated with each atom I in
the given materials system, while vmin denotes the minimum
of the smallest single-atom valence eigenvalues. Finally, the
filter is constructed using a Chebyshev polynomial of degree
m, Tm(x), and the action of the filter on Xφ is recursively
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computed as
Yφ = Tm(H˜φ)Xφ = [2 H˜φTm−1(H˜φ) − Tm−2(H˜φ)]Xφ. (26)
The Chebyshev-filtered vectors in Yφ can be expressed in
terms of Lo¨wdin orthonormalized basis by using transforma-
tion Yq = LYφ .
Next, the localization procedure [22] is employed to obtain
nonorthogonal localized functions spanning the Chebyshev-
filtered space Yq . Specifically, the localized functions are
obtained by solving the minimization problem
arg min
ψ∈VNcore ,||ψ ||=1
∫
w(x)|ψ(x)|2 dx, (27)
where w(x)  0 is chosen to be a smooth weighting function
|x − RI |2 with the position of the nuclei RI denoting the
localization center. We denote by coreL the matrix whose col-
umn vectors are the expansion coefficients of these compactly
supported nonorthogonal localized functions spanning the core
subspace expressed in the Lo¨wdin orthonormalized basis. In
order to compute the projection operator corresponding to core
subspace, it is computationally efficient to express the relevant
matrices with respect to the basis (column) vectors of L. To
this end, as discussed in Sec. III, we expresscoreL with respect
to the basis L by means of the following transformation:
˜
core
L = S−1†LcoreL . (28)
Finally, the projection operator [cf. Eq. (17)] is computed as
Pφ,core = ˜coreL Score
−1
˜
core†
L S, (29)
where Score in the above equation denotes the core overlap
matrix which can be evaluated as
Score = ˜core†L S˜coreL . (30)
In practice, the localized functions are truncated below a
prescribed tolerance to result in sparse matricesL andcoreL .
If they are sufficiently sparse, Pφ,core can be computed in O(N )
complexity.
2. Computation of electron density. One class of com-
monly employed computational methodologies to reduce the
computational complexity of Kohn-Sham DFT calculations
constitutes the Fermi-operator expansion (FOE) type tech-
niques [3,4] which avoid the explicit diagonalization of the
discretized Hamiltonian in order to compute the electron
density. The Fermi-operator expansion, which approximates
the Fermi-Dirac distribution [cf. Eq. (3)] by means of Cheby-
shev polynomial expansion, is one of the most widely used
techniques to realize reduced-order computational complexity
in insulating as well as metallic systems. It is important to note
that the degree of polynomial required to achieve a desired
accuracy in the approximation depends on the spectral width
of the discrete Hamiltonian, denoted by E.
In all-electron calculations performed using the finite-
element basis, the spectral width can be very large as the
largest eigenvalue of the discrete Hamiltonian is O(106) Ha
even for simple systems, owing to the refined finite-element
mesh around the nuclei to capture the rapid oscillations in
the wave functions. Fermi-operator expansion on such large
spectral widths can be inaccurate and inefficient. In a recent
effort [22], this challenge has been addressed by projecting
the problem onto a relevant subspace, such as a Chebyshev-
filtered space containing the occupied states, and employing
the Fermi operator on the subspace projected Hamiltonian
(Hφ) whose spectral width is commensurate with that of the
occupied eigenspectrum. However, one is confronted with
another challenge in the case of all-electron calculations,
especially those involving heavier atoms. The spectral width
of the corresponding Hamiltonian increases as the magnitude
of the smallest eigenvalue grows as O(Z2) with Z being
atomic number and this can deteriorate the accuracy of the
Fermi-operator expansion. In this work, we address this by
reformulating the computation of electron density in terms of
the Fermi-Dirac function of the Hamiltonian projected onto the
valence subspace. The spectral width of this valence-subspace
projected Hamiltonian is O(1 Ha), irrespective of the materials
system and, thus, Fermi-operator expansion can be employed
to develop reduced-order scaling methods for all-electron
Kohn-Sham DFT calculations.
We note that the electron density is the diagonal of the
density matrix and can be written in terms of Fermi-Dirac
function of the subspace projected Hamiltonian f (Hφ) as
[cf. Eq. (60) in Motamarri and Gavini [22]]
ρ(x) = 2 NT (x) L f (Hφ) +L N(x), (31)
with
N(x) = M−1/2 N(x),
N(x) = [N1(x) N2(x) N3(x) . . . NM (x)]T ,
and
f (Hφ) = 1
1 + exp (Hφ−μ
σ
) (32)
is the finite-temperature density matrix, with μ denoting the
chemical potential and σ = kB T . Using Eq. (21), we can
rewrite the above equation in terms of the Fermi-Dirac function
of Hφ,val as
ρ(x) = 2 NT (x) L (Pφ,core + f (Hφ,val)) +LN(x), (33)
with Pφ,core = ˜coreL Score
−1
˜
core†
L S.
In order to evaluate electron density using Eq. (33), we first
compute Hφ,val, which we recall is given by [cf. Eq. (15)]
Hφ,val = (I − Pφ,core)Hφ(I − Pφ,core).
We then use Chebyshev polynomial expansion to approximate
f (Hφ,val), by first scaling and shifting Hφ,val to obtain Hφ,vals
such that its spectrum lies in [−1,1], and then employing
a finite number of Chebyshev polynomials to approximate
f (Hφ,val) as [3,11]
f (Hφ,val) =
R∑
n=0
an(σ,μ)Tn
(
Hφ,vals
)
. (34)
This requires the estimates for upper and lower bounds (φ,valmax
and φ,valmin ) for the spectrum of Hφ,val and are computed
using the Krylov-Schur method [35]. We remark that Hφ,val
is a projection onto the valence subspace represented by
localized basis functions and, hence, Hφ,val is a sparse matrix.
Furthermore, if Hφ,val is sufficiently sparse, f (Hφ,val) can be
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computed in O(N ) complexity [11]. Most importantly, the
degree R of the Chebyshev expansion in (34) is proportional
to the spectral width E = φ,valmax − φ,valmin of Hφ,val, which
is O(1 Ha). We remark that this spectral width is much
smaller than that of Hφ , thus allowing an accurate and efficient
computation of Fermi-operator expansion using a Chebyshev
polynomial expansion of O(100) for all-electron calculations
on any materials system as subsequently demonstrated in the
numerical studies. Finally, the Fermi energy (μ), which is
required in the computation of the Fermi-operator expansion
of f (Hφ,val), is evaluated using the constraint given in (22),
and subsequently the band energy is evaluated using Eq. (23).
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The accuracy and performance of the proposed spectrum-
splitting method is investigated in this section. The benchmark
systems considered in this study involve nonperiodic three-
dimensional materials systems with moderate to high atomic
numbers. These include silicon nanoclusters of varying sizes,
containing 1×1×1 (252 electrons), 2×1×1 (434 electrons),
2×2×2 (1330 electrons) diamond-cubic unit cells, as well
as a single gold atom and a six-atom gold nanocluster.
All these calculations are performed using the local-density
approximation (LDA) [31] for the exchange-correlation func-
tional and, in particular, we employ the Slater exchange and
Perdew-Zunger [36,37] form of correlation functional.
In order to assess the accuracy of the proposed approach,
we use as reference the ground-state energy of the Kohn-
Sham problem solved using the Chebyshev-filtered subspace
iteration method for the finite-element basis [29] (ChFSI-
FE). The ChFSI-FE involves the projection of the discrete
Hamiltonian onto the Chebyshev-filtered subspace spanned
by an orthogonal basis, followed by an explicit computation
of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors via diagonalization of
the projected Hamiltonian to estimate the electron density.
In all our simulations (reference calculations as well as the
benchmark calculations discussed subsequently), we use the
n-stage Anderson [38] mixing scheme on the electron density
in self-consistent field iteration of the Kohn-Sham problem
with a stopping criterion of 10−8 in the square of the L2 norm
of the change in electron density in two successive iterations.
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
spectrum-splitting method, we compare its performance with
the subspace projection algorithm (SubPJ-FE) proposed in
Motamarri and Gavini [22]. In SubPJ-FE the Fermi-operator
expansion is employed on the Chebyshev-filtered subspace
projected Hamiltonian as opposed to the valence-subspace
projected Hamiltonian in the proposed spectrum-splitting
method, with all else being identical in both sets of calcu-
lations. Further, as discussed in Motamarri and Gavini [22],
the compact support of nonorthogonal wave functions after
the localization procedure is achieved by using truncation
tolerances for localized wave functions which are chosen
adaptively, with initial SCF iterations employing looser tol-
erances and progressively tightening these during the course
of the SCF convergence. In order to study the performance
of the proposed spectrum-splitting approach, tight truncation
tolerances are employed in this work, where tolerances are
10−13 at SCF convergence, so that the errors in the ground-state
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FIG. 1. Comparison between the spectrum-splitting method and
SubPJ-FE. Case study: silicon 1×1×1 nanocluster.
energies due to truncation are higher order compared to the
errors incurred from the Fermi-operator expansion of the
projected Hamiltonians. The ground-state energies for each of
the benchmark systems are computed for varying polynomial
degrees R used in the Chebyshev expansion of the Fermi-Dirac
function of the projected Hamiltonians—Hφ,val in the proposed
spectrum-splitting approach and Hφ in SubPJ-FE. The error in
the ground-state energies obtained in each of the two methods
is measured with respect to the reference energy obtained using
ChFSI-FE and is plotted against R.
A. Silicon
We consider silicon nanoclusters containing 1×1×1 (252
electrons), 2×1×1 (434 electrons), 2×2×2 (1330 electrons)
diamond-cubic unit cells with a lattice constant of 10.26 a.u.,
and conduct all-electron calculations to test the performance
of the spectrum-splitting approach. Finite-element meshes
with fifth-order spectral finite-elements (HEX216SPECT) are
chosen such that the discretization error is less than 5 mHa
in the ground-state energy per atom. Identical finite-element
meshes are employed in the benchmark calculations presented
below as well as the reference calculations.
Figures 1 and 2 show the comparison between the pro-
posed spectrum-splitting method and SubPJ-FE for silicon
nano-clusters containing 1×1×1 (252 electrons), 2×1×1
(434 electrons) unit cells, respectively. A Fermi-smearing
parameter of 0.003167 Ha (T = 1000 K) is employed in these
simulations. These results indicate that the proposed method
provides significantly better accuracies in the ground-state
energies in comparison to SubPJ-FE for similar polynomial
degrees. Accuracies in the ground-state energies of better than
10−4 Ha/atom with reference calculations can be obtained with
just a polynomial degree R of 200 using the spectrum-splitting
method, whereas R greater than 1000 is required to get
to accuracies close to 10−4 Ha/atom with SubPJ-FE. While
the error in the ground-state energy decreases exponentially
with increasing R in the spectrum-splitting method, the error
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FIG. 2. Comparison between the spectrum-splitting method and
SubPJ-FE. Case study: silicon 2×1×1 nanocluster.
is seen to stagnate at around 10−6 Ha/atom. This is due
to competing nonvariational errors arising from numerical
integration involved in the evaluation of coefficients in the
Chebyshev polynomial expansion (34).
We next consider the benchmark calculations on silicon
nanocluster containing 2×2×2 (1330 electrons) unit cells for
the case of two smearing parameters: 0.001583 Ha (T = 500
K) and 0.003167 Ha (T = 1000 K). Figure 3 shows the
comparison between the proposed method and SubPJ-FE for
this benchmark system. The results from Fig. 3 demonstrate
that the accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed method is
retained for larger materials systems. We note a fivefold reduc-
tion in the polynomial degree for accuracies of 10−4 Ha/atom
with a temperature of 1000 K for the spectrum-splitting
approach in comparison to SubPJ-FE, a similar reduction
as observed in the smaller-sized nanoclusters. Furthermore,
the simulations with a lower temperature of 500 K show
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FIG. 3. Comparison between the spectrum-splitting method and
SubPJ-FE. Case study: silicon 2×2×2 nanocluster.
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FIG. 4. Comparison between the spectrum-splitting method and
SubPJ-FE. Case study: Au single atom.
that R ∼ 600 results in accuracies better than 10−5 Ha/atom
with the proposed approach, whereas even with R ∼ 1500 we
observe errors of ∼10−3 Ha/atom with SubPJ-FE.
B. Gold
In order to further investigate the performance of the
proposed method for material systems with larger atomic
numbers, we consider gold (atomic number 79) as our model
example. We consider two benchmark problems: (i) single-
atom gold (Au); (ii) a planar gold cluster [39] containing six
atoms (Au6) with Au-Au bond length of 5.055 a.u. We choose
finite-element meshes with fifth-order spectral finite elements
(HEX216SPECT) for these benchmark examples such that the
discretization error is less than 5 mHa.
The error in the ground-state energies, measured with
respect to the reference energies obtained using ChFSI-FE
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FIG. 5. Comparison between the spectrum-splitting method and
SubPJ-FE. Case study: Au6 nanocluster.
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for the proposed spectrum-splitting method and SubPJ-FE are
computed for various polynomial degrees in the Chebyshev
expansion of the Fermi operator. Figures 4 and 5 show these
results for case of Au single atom and Au6 nanocluster,
respectively. A Fermi-smearing parameter of 0.001583 Ha
(T = 500 K) is used in these calculations.
These results demonstrate that the accuracy of the proposed
method is far superior than SubPJ-FE. In particular, accuracies
in the ground-state energies close to 10−4 Ha/atom can be ob-
tained with a polynomial degree that is a little over 1000 using
the proposed spectrum-splitting method, whereas SubPJ-FE
resulted in ground-state energies with errors close to O(1 Ha)
per atom even with R greater than 2000. These benchmark
studies on Au underscore the advantage of the proposed
spectrum-splitting approach in employing Fermi-operator type
techniques for material systems with heavy atomic numbers.
VI. SUMMARY
In this work, we formulated a spectrum-splitting approach
for employing Fermi-operator expansion in all-electron Kohn-
Sham DFT calculations, and presented the approach in the
framework of spectral finite-element discretization of the
Kohn-Sham DFT problem. In the proposed method, in every
iteration of the self-consistent field procedure, an eigen-
subspace containing the occupied states of the Kohn-Sham
Hamiltonian is computed using a Chebyshev filter. The Kohn-
Sham Hamiltonian is projected onto the Chebyshev-filtered
subspace spanned by localized basis functions which are
computed using a localization procedure. The core subspace
in the Chebyshev-filtered subspace is computed using another
appropriately constructed Chebyshev filter, and the valence
subspace is extracted as its complement. The Fermi-operator
expansion of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian is subsequently
evaluated as the sum of the projection operator corresponding
to the core subspace and the Fermi-operator expansion of the
valence subspace projected Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian. As the
spectral width of the valence-subspace projected Kohn-Sham
Hamiltonian is O(1 Ha), and is independent of the materials
system and discretization, the Fermi-operator expansion can
be employed on all-electron Kohn-Sham DFT calculations.
The accuracy and performance of the proposed method was
investigated on two different materials systems: (i) silicon with
a moderate atomic number, and (ii) gold with a high atomic
number. The benchmark systems involved silicon nanoclusters
up to 1330 electrons, a single gold atom, and a six-atom
gold cluster. In all the cases, the proposed spectrum-splitting
method provided ground-state energies that are in excellent
agreement with reference calculations. In particular, in the
case of silicon nanoclusters, the proposed spectrum-splitting
approach resulted in a fivefold reduction in the Fermi-operator
expansion polynomial degree to achieve accuracies close to
10−4 Ha/atom in the ground-state energies. Further, the effec-
tiveness of the proposed approach was even more significant
in the case of gold, where the spectrum-splitting approach was
found to be indispensable in achieving chemical accuracy.
Fermi-operator expansion type techniques avoid explicit
diagonalization of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, and offer
a viable path to developing reduced-order scaling methods
to solve the Kohn-Sham problem for both insulating and
metallic systems. The proposed spectrum-splitting approach
extends the applicability of Fermi-operator type expansion
methods to all-electron DFT calculations, independent of the
materials system and discretization. The proposed spectrum-
splitting approach in conjunction with enriched finite-element
basis [40], where the finite-element basis is enriched with
compactly supported single-atom Kohn-Sham orbitals, has the
potential to enable all-electron DFT calculations on system
sizes not accessible heretofore.
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